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a hand-up, not a hand-out
We believe in making a difference in the world, 
where we live, and where we work. As a company 
with deep roots in Canada, USA and India, we are 
truly global and believe that giving back is part of 
our corporate responsibility.

For years, the April Cornell Company has supported 
projects for mothers and children, for first 
generation learners, for the blind and handicapped, 
for the imprisoned and the homeless. It has been 
our blessing and our privilege to give a hand up, 
not a hand out to others in need. 

I believe that education is power. Knowledge leads 
to awareness, opportunity, and good decision 
making. We also know that in this world there 
are areas where it is not about school, but about 
surviving. We include Doctors Without Borders 
in our annual giving.  We believe in Nature and 
support her through Audubon. We believe in 
trusted communication and support it through 
Vermont Public Radio, and we believe in helping 
our neighbors through United Way.

In India, where our factory gives us so much 
beautiful product, so much craft and skill, we give 
back with every item we make to those in need. We 
host food days in our neighborhood, have on-site 
visits with first generation learners, support fund 
raisers, join the Delhi half marathon, and give in 
hard currency, through every item we manufacture, 
to the umbrella foundation of Concern India. 

To learn more about April Cornell and giving back, 
visit us at www.givingworldfoundation.org  
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April Cornell Flagship
131 Battery Street
Burlington, VT 05401
802-448-3281

April’s Basement
131 Battery Street
Burlington, VT 05401
802-863-0060

Walking into an April Cornell store is more than just a 
shopping trip, it’s an experience. From the bursts of color 
to the intricacies of the prints to the amazing feel of fabrics, 
one visit and you’ll come back again and again.

April Cornell
60 Main Ave. #2
Ocean Grove, NJ
732-807-4783

April Cornell Outlet
Settlers Green
2 Common Court - A10
North Conway, NH 03860
603-733-5276

La Cache Flagship Store
1353 Greene Avenue 
Westmount, QC H3Z 2A5
Canada
514-935-4361

La Cache Outlet
425 Rue Main
Hudson, QC JOP 1H0
450-202-0917

La Cache Comox Valley
244 Fifth Street
Courtenay, BC V9N 1J6
250-871-0229

Who are we?  
natural • beauty • women • feminine • spirit • strength   

responsibility • process • inclusion • morals • morale • love 

family • friends • childhood • respect • caring • art • creative 

 joy • paintbrush • whimsy • delicacy • acknowledgement  

smiling • trust • laughter • beauty • sublime • hand-holding  

earthy • robust • integrity • thankful • spirited • spiritual 

 detailed • refined • colorful • refreshing • constant 

We are you.
For 40 years we have held hands with beauty, colored with  
a paintbrush, and cared about women.

Enjoy our first 2015 catalog that draws richly on our fashion past with 
simple vintage-inspired back porch dresses, cotton prairie dresses, finely 
rendered romantic wear, bold and bohemian tunics and painterly table 
linens whose joyous colors and fine needlework have heirloom written 
right into their very essence. 

Thank you for embracing the April Cornell philosophy of  
Feel Beautiful, Live  Beautiful, Be Beautiful. Let’s journey forward,  
to the next 40 years, together, step by step, hand in hand.

All the best,

Come visit us at one of our US or Canadian retail stores!

wealthiest nation of textiles. Here 
the respect for art, design and craft, 
apprenticeship and skill still exist

We strive to include these wonderful 
skills in our clothes and in our linens, 
to keep alive these arts that, once 
common, are now quickly disappearing.

I feel proud making products that people 
value, enjoy and feel affection for over 
many years.  It is never just a napkin 
for me, or a blouse or a tablecloth. I 
visualize the many hands, the many 
skills, and the many decisions behind 
each and every piece, each colorful 
print, every fine embroidery and every 
considered pleat and stitch. 

The spirit of the women we serve—you 
the customer—and the women and 
men who bind their skills and hearts 
into our product all create layers of 
value, of complexity, of art, design and 
skill—making each piece as unique 
as a signature, as recognizable as 
handwriting, and as special as you.

keeping traditions alive

We have been manufacturing in India 
for almost 40 years. In fact, we so fell in 
love with the place, the craft, the textiles, 
the expertise and the people of India 
that 25 years ago, we opened an office in 
New Delhi. Then, in 1992, we started our 
own factory. 

Just three years ago we moved to a 
new space, painted it magenta, planted 
bougainvillea and flowering trees, 
and made our “girls mean business” 
statement in the heart of industrial 
India.

Owned by a woman and run by a 
woman, we feel unique in the world 
of global manufacturing. Here we 
proudly employ more than 350 skilled 
tailors, pattern makers, cutting masters, 
embroidery designers, production 
experts, fabric experts, in a factory that 
matches the standards and the style of 
our Vermont-based headquarters. 

All of our fabrics are designed by us.  
The prints, the patterns and even the 
weaves are sourced in India, truly the  

ladies apparel, with the exception of accessories, 
comes in xS, S, M, L and xL 
see page 28 for size chart and ordering info

fabrics are 100% imported cotton 
unless otherwise noted
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magnolia dress This is such a lovely 
feminine dress! Made in our 100%, skin soft 
Indian cotton, the Magnolia is a “go-to” piece 
for today’s woman. A lively, nature inspired 
wildflower print is enhanced by delicate cro-
chet lace lining the collar while the bodice is 
decorated with eight of our signature accordion 
pleats. Side-slit pockets. Tieback.  
DRAA5086Y XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99

camille dress A wonderful re-imagining of the 40’s, 
the Camille dress brings together a romantic dusty pink rose 
print with delicate crochet lace trimming on the collar. We’ve 
decorate the bodice with eight of our texture enhancing ¼ inch 
accordion pleats. Relaxed fit. Tieback.
DRA5085Y XS-XL $89

pantaloon pants Crisp cotton pantaloons that are 
perfect for layering under our dresses for a classically romantic, 
Victorian feel. Made in a specially curated Indian cotton, these 
pants feature a deep, scalloped hem, made of beautifully finished 
crochet lace. Pair with cuffs and collars for the complete look!  
PTA5233Y XS-XL $59

The feel of crisp cotton. The smell of clean laundry,  
blowing in the breeze. A simpler home life. What we still yearn for.

1940’s back porch style

baby rose dress The Baby Rose is a 
timeless, romantic pinafore manifested in one of 
nature’s most treasured tones—soothing lavender. 
It features many of our signature details like soft 
crochet lace ringing the scoop neck, the armholes 
and inset in six vertical rows on the bodice. To 
top it off, a double pleat and deep hem create 
substance on the skirt while the fabric belt is 
perfect for achieving the right shape. 
DRA5236Y XS-XL $89

bluebird necklace available online

camille girls dress 
The Camille girls dress is a 
treasure trove of April Cornell’s 
masterful detailing in a bite-
sized package. From the tiny 
accordion pleats on the bodice 
to the crochet lace trim around 
the Peter Pan collar, this cot-
ton frock with a delicious print 
is perfect for family gatherings 
and adorable photos.   
DR5362Y B$39 K$49 
G$59 

red dot turban Stun-
ning and fabulously vintage, 
our 1940’s and 50’s inspired 
headscarves channel the glam-
orous style of stars like Sophia 
Loren that embody a sophisti-
cated, timeless trend. Made in 
our original prints on cotton, 
they are one size fits all with 
an enclosed elastic at the back 
for the perfect fit.   
ACA5304Y  $29

w

double blossom 
earrings Charming pink 
and gold flowers in a resin 
mosaic, set in a gold-plated 
antique setting with a half-
moon base of Czech glass and 
antique crystal. Gold-filled 
ear wires. 1 x .75" 
by ELEMENTS/Jill Schwartz  
K22E  $69 
shown smaller than actual size

more underpinnings shown on page 29

lilac collar apron in 
ecru Our shirt collar aprons 
perfectly channel vintage 
1940’s feminine styling.  
APCLILY $39

more aprons available online

m

B/Baby 0-18 mos.

K/Kids 2-6 years

G/Girls 8-12 years

girls sizing

see page 28 
baby/infant sizing available online
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ellen dot dress (above 
left) The Ellen Dot dress is a 
sweet, feminine cotton frock 
brought to life in an easy style 
that looks great on everyone! 
Detailed with a rounded Peter 
Pan collar and classic mother 
of pearl buttons from head to 
toe, this item is lightly gath-
ered below the true waist and 
boasts two oversized pockets 
on the front.  
DRAA5219Y XS-XXL $89 
W1-W2 $99

lucille dress I like to 
channel the simple pleasures 
of polka dots. Something 
about them makes me so 
happy! I’m pretty sure you’ll 
feel the same way. The Lucille 
dress is detailed with a lovely 
black lace trimming the 
sleeves and around the shaped 
collar adding a nice touch of 
contrast. Its slight empire 
waist is enhanced with a fabric 
tie at the back.  
DRA5198Y XS-XL $89

hannah dress A pow-
erful, bold print of pink hued 
roses crackles on the black 
ground color of this romantic 
number. Details like the ruffle 
sleeve, a mini ruffle lining the 
bodice panel and a double, 
asymmetrical ruffle hem serve 
to further enhance the beauty 
of this style.  
DRAA5169Y XS-XXL $114 
W1-W2 $124

annah dress So 
1940’s, the Annah dress is 
a vibrant manifestation of 
our popular and much loved 
vintage-inspired pieces. Made 
in 100% cotton voile for 
unmatched comfort and fea-
turing a stylish notched shirt 
collar, the Annah sports a 
stylish cap sleeve and stitched 
down pleats on the shoulder. 
Tieback. 
DRAA5235Y XS-XXL $89 
W1-W2 $99

flower fiesta coverup  
“Let us be elegant or die!”—Louisa May Alcott, 
Little Women.  I can totally relate! Why shouldn’t 
we live beautifully? We strive to provide our 
patrons with beauty and elegance for today’s 
world. The Flower Fiesta coverup is brought to 
life in an allover heirloom quality lace and em-
broidered with six gorgeous, unique floral bursts 
on the bodice and an extra touch on the sleeve. 
Cotton and nylon blend.  
CUA5047Y XS-XL $104

elly dot dress  
The Elly dress is one of our 
vintage 40’s styles with a cute 
cap sleeve and oversized moth-
er of pearl buttons. The fabric 
tie is perfect for giving a little 
shape to this adorable style. 
Falls just below the knee.  
DRAA5240Y XS-XXL $89 
W1-W2 $99

w

w

w

w

classic big patch pockets

red cabochon earrings  
Bedazzling—these red glass cabochon earrings 
adorned with peacock swirls are encircled with 
a glittering rhinestone chain. Silver tone  
setting. Sterling silver ear wires. 1 x .75" 
Revelation by Randall Johnson 
F-18E  $39 
shown actual size

victorian rose market bag in 
black Perfect for strolling from the farmer’s 
market to the coffee shop and back again, our 
Victorian Rose market bag is light, easy—just 
like carrying a gorgeous bouquet of flowers 
with you everywhere you go! Made in 100% 
cotton canvas for durability with matching 
solid canvas straps. 
BGMVICY  $27

l i v e  w i t h 
c o l o r 

and you will  
make your 

own art 

A dress  
so versatile,  
you’ll need 
more than  
one.
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joni dress A carefree, joy filled style for a 
carefree, joy filled woman who still has a little 
flower child inside her and isn’t afraid to show 
it. The Joni dress is a tour de force boasting no 
less than six of April’s peerless, smile-inspiring 
floral prints for the season. But be warned:  
All these flowers may attract some bees!  
DRA5172Y XS-XL $89

confetti necklace available online

indigo turban  
Stunning and fabulously  
vintage, our 1940’s and 50’s 
inspired headscarves channel 
the glamorous style of stars 
like Sophia Loren that em-
body a sophisticated, timeless 
trend. Made in our original 
prints on cotton, they are one 
size fits all with an enclosed 
elastic at the back for the 
perfect fit. 
ACA5302Y  $29

helen blouse You  
really can’t go wrong with 
this blouse, there is just some-
thing about the shape that 
flatters every body type. Each 
season we offer a different 
print in this style and it sells 
out every time. This version 
is manifested in a gorgeous 
print, drenched in breathtak-
ingly beautiful Adriatic blues.  
BLA5224Y XS-XL $98

emerald tunic Easy, 
comfortable and beautiful. 
Slip into the elegant Emerald 
tunic for a flattering look 
that pairs perfectly with the 
Tapestry leggings or over a 
pair of blue jeans. Made in a 
floral jacquard fabric and em-
bellished with embroidered 
paisleys on the crossover yoke, 
this piece has gathers below 
the front placket for just the 
right flowy fit. 
TNA5210Y XS-XL $89

harriet dress Brought to you in our signature color of peri-
winkle, the Harriet dress is imbued with a playful polka dot print 
and an equally fun multi-colored button front. This style has a 
rounded collar and big patch pockets, gathers below the waist and 
has a fabric tie at the back for creating just the right shape. 
DRAA5018Y XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99

shown with white camaloons shown on page 30

feelin’ good tunic 
The Feelin’ Good tunic in teal 
is such a joyful garment that 
just putting it on will bright-
en up your day and even 
entice many of those around 
you to smile with pleasure. 
Poignant embroidered flow-
ers pop from the patched-on 
yoke and an artfully textured 
pattern combine to create the 
main body of this versatile, 
eye-catching piece. 
TNAA5196Y XS-XXL $98 
W1-W2 $108

tapestry leggings  
shown on page 35

delft dress Our easy cot-
ton dresses are fondly referred 
to as back porch dresses. They 
are perfect for hanging out 
with friends and family while 
enjoying life’s simple pleasures. 
Practical women especially 
love the convenience of the 
big patch pockets below the 
fine gathers of the natural 
waist.  
DRAA5184Y XS-XXL $89 
W1-W2 $99

claudette dress Our vintage 1940’s 
house dress styles are so wonderful that once 
you wear one you won’t want to wear anything 
else. Pretty and comfy, the Claudette is a cool 
cotton dress tailor made for hot days and starry 
nights. Big patch pockets are a great feature of 
this easy to wear feminine piece and the fabric 
tie is all you need to achieve just the right shape. 
DRAA5190Y XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99

ww

w

w

blue flower cameo earrings  
A touch of old world femininity, these delicate Blue Flower 
Cameos are blue glass with carved white tulips, each rimmed 
with a turquoise, silver-tone chain. Dropped from blue glass 
beads. Sterling silver ear wires. Drop length approx.  
1.5 x .75" wide.  
Revelation by Randall Johnson  
F-14E  $44 
shown actual size 

classic big patch pockets
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The women of the plains help build the Americas, with their  
vision, their strength and endurance. We honor them.

tall grasses and  
calico prints

primavera dress Our Primavera dress in crinkled 
cotton crepe channels the simple beauty of prairie aesthetics 
from days gone by. A one inch finished ruffle embellishment 
trimming the neckline and a slightly flounced shape to the 
cap sleeve are picked up in complementary fashion by a double 
ruffle detail on the hemline. 
DRA5022Y XS-XL $129

primavera tunic 
Spring flowers, a classic calico 
print and our bestselling 
tunic shape come together to 
form the fabulous Primavera 
tunic. A pieced in, crossover 
yoke with a flattering degagé 
neckline and mandarin collar 
set off the blue and green 
prairie-inspired print. Classic 
comfort, timeless beauty. 
TNAA5146Y XS-XXL $79 
W1-W2 $89

nebraska dress  
A real country flavored dress, 
the Nebraska showcases a 
simple hand drawn, broken 
stripe in red and ecru, one 
of my favorite new prints for 
this collection. Details like 
the ruffle sleeve, a mini ruffle 
lining the bodice panel and 
a double ruffle hem serve as 
a reminder that simple and 
beautiful is a fabulous combi-
nation. Tieback. 
DRAA5138Y XS-XXL $129 
W1-W2 $139

maggie dress I love 
this fun mix of blues, yellows 
and sages bursting from the 
Indian-themed block prints 
and loosely drawn flowers.  
Because we design all our 
prints and fabrics by hand 
we are thrilled to create such 
unique, beautiful garments. 
The natural-waisted bodice 
also has eight inset rows of our 
heirloom quality crochet lace.  
DRA5175Y XS-XL $109

nebraska girls dress 
Perfect for the girl with a 
little bit of country in her! 
This style makes me think of 
optimistic childhoods spent 
growing up on the prairie, 
when life was a bit more 
simple, and childhood a bit 
more innocent. The Nebraska 
is styled with a flutter sleeve, 
ruffled bodice and double 
ruffle hem as well as a fabric tie 
at the back for the perfect fit. 
DR5358Y K$69 G$79 

odette dress This is 
absolutely one of my favorite 
color palettes this season. The 
Odette in blue really hits all 
the right notes. The look of 
the dress is so lovely! The 
seamed panels shape the body 
nicely while the inset gussets 
on the skirt have this fabulous 
detail of no less than nine 
rows of magical ruffles.   
DRA5148Y XS-XL $98

fandango necklace  
shown on page 35

w

w

full bloom earrings Simple elegance. Bluish green 
flower oval in resin dangles from a new jade bead with a green 
adventurine teardrop. Sterling silver ear wires. Drop length  
approx. 2." Disk is 1" wide. 
Revelation by Randall Johnson 
IV-16E  $44 
shown actual size

odette girls dress 
Cool California colors provide 
the perfect balance in this 
originally designed floral 
print. Artfully twisted pleats 
manifest in a double row on 
the bodice along with ribbon 
trim artfully picking up on 
the pink palette in the flow-
ers. Gathers below the waist 
create the April Cornell flow 
we all love.  
DR5372Y B$39 K$54 G$64

m

signature detailing

m

B/Baby 0-18 mos.

K/Kids 2-6 years

G/Girls 8-12 years

girls sizing

see page 28 
baby/infant sizing available online
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Feminine visions in a sorbet palette. The romantic touch of 
flower-strewn fabrics, delicate lace & soft brocades.

lawn party

tabitha jacket What a gorgeous gar-
ment we have been privileged to create in the 
Tabitha jacket. You will absolutely not find 
anything like it elsewhere. A mix of one of our 
fabulous signature floral prints, luxurious pat-
terned brocade and translucent lace comprising 
the sleeve and on the hem combine to both 
amaze and make the world a little more magical. 
Various fabrics, imported. 
JKA5104Y XS-XL $129 
flutter blouse available online

lacey pant Showcasing a veritable gem of 
the collection that we carefully sourced among 
a countless many different materials, the 
Lacey pant features cutwork lace that is both 
luxurious and soft, translucent yet substantial. 
Works as the ideal complement to one of our 
fabulous tops like the Flutter blouse, or the 
Dove blouse for an elegant, romantic outfit. 
Various fabrics, imported.
PTA5016Y XS-XL $119

emma blouse The 
Emma blouse in powder blue 
is the ideal blouse for someone 
who wants to feel comfortable 
and free while looking roman-
tic and beautiful. A nifty blend 
of a deeply intricate, attached 
lace hem and a supple, solid 
cotton body form the basis of 
this peasant inspired garment. 
Pairs perfectly with the Tapestry 
leggings on page 35. 
BLA5026Y XS-XL $89

harriet’s hydrangea tablecloth in smoke Unfurl some 
soothing, sumptuous hydrangea blooms for an inviting, peaceful, nature filled 
home. What more can be said—classic print, gorgeous color palette, April  
Cornell. Combine with printed or solid napkins, pillows for a nearby chair, an 
old fashioned apron for the kitchen and charming tea towels, or combine any  
of the above for a lovely gift. 
TPHYDY 36x36"$24  54x54"$46  60x90"$69  60x108"$89  88"round$89 

more tablecloths shown on pages 40 -52

song dress Manifested in one of our cool 
1930’s inspired shapes, the Song dress appeals 
to the romantically natured woman with a 
taste for beautiful prints and fabrics. Moss 
crepe rayon is the ideal material for enhancing 
the gentle flow required of a delicate style like 
this. The flutter sleeve mirrors the dreamy 
quality created by the full drape of the skirt.
DRA5226Y XS-XL $159

jade coverup This bo-
lero inspired piece is an easy 
cotton blend cover-up that 
you can throw over so many 
tops for warmth that doesn’t 
compromise an ounce of style! 
A defining applied double 
ruffle rings the entire piece  
in an artful continuous line  
as well as on the edge of the 
¾ sleeve.  
CUA5030Y XS-XL $59

delicate camisole in 
mint The Delicate camisole 
is one of the timeless, feminine 
garments that April has been 
designing for the past forty 
years. Trimmed at the neck, 
shoulder and hemline with 
crochet lace and inset with 
bands of embroidered lace on 
the bodice, this tender garment 
looks great with leggings or 
worn as undergarment.
CMA5113Y XS-XL $59

indigo bird necklace  
A conversation starter. The 
Indigo Bird Necklace adjusts to 
fit most any neckline, from 12-
20.5." Faceted pea green, Czech 
glass beads hold a glass cabochon 
pendant mounted on an intricate 
laser-cut birch backing. An indi-
go bird and exotic flower imagery 
adorns the pendant. Light blue 
glass drop. Antique Gold-plated 
metal. Pendant measures 2.375"  
by ELEMENTS/Jill Schwartz    
CO2N $109 

shown smaller  
than actual size
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rose dress The Rose dress offers a 
wonderful balance of print and style that is 
soothing to the eye and comfortable on the 
body. The gentle California inspired colors of 
this easy-to-wear piece will be sure to make 
you smile all day long. Practical pockets and 
a flattering neckline make it as engaging and 
versatile as it is lovely.  
DRA5125Y XS-XL $98

pantaloon pants shown on page 5

frannie blouse The 
Frannie blouse is such a flat-
tering, easy style that looks 
so lovely on a variety of body 
shapes. Made in a very light-
weight, gently embroidered 
cotton, with exquisite addi-
tional cutwork embroidery for 
enhanced depth and texture. 
The perfect piece to pair with 
one of our printed cotton 
pants like the Helen, it also 
looks great with the Tapestry 
leggings or even a pair of blue 
jeans. White. 
BLA5176Y XS-XL $79

also in apple green,  
shown on page 32

rose girls dress For 
the little girl who loves be-
ing a girl (or the Mom who 
can’t resist!), the Rose dress 
is an innocent, darling style. 
Made in four panels from 
top to bottom and complete 
with a cutwork lace collar, 
pretty pleats on the bodice, 
and gathers on the panels for 
a flowing dress that is perfect 
for photographs.  
DR5368Y B$49 K$64 G$74

viola coverup Such a romantic, heir-
loom caliber topper, the Viola coverup really 
just takes my breath away. It is made in a 
vintage inspired, allover floral cutwork lace 
that has the loveliest, most appealing drape. 
The hemline is further embellished with an 
exquisite, scalloped lace, while the neckline 
and sleeves are finished by a beautiful crochet 
lace. Cotton and nylon blend. Ecru only.  
CUA5056Y XS-XL $59

jewelry on the above two photos, not available

victoria dress A classic Cornell print 
composed of French inspired roses takes form 
in the lovely Victoria dress. Artfully paneled 
for an easy and relaxed flow it is adorned with 
delicate pintuck detailing. This item features 
a cleverly pieced on lace collar that is wonder-
fully old fashioned and unique, an instant 
collector’s item. 
DRA5058Y XS-XL $98

valencia coverup 
This item is just so lovely, it 
has that real vintage, heirloom 
quality to it that is so hard 
to find in our mass produced 
modern world. Made com-
pletely in floral lace, it can be 
worn as a great romantic top-
per over our printed dresses, 
but also in a variety of ways to 
dress up an otherwise simple 
ensemble. Cotton and nylon 
blend.   
CUA5147Y XS-XL $69

rosie ruffles dress  
available online

celadon tunic Soft celadon and dusty blues come to life in a trademark 
April Cornell print and combine to create a classic tunic that is as versatile as it 
is beautiful. Made in lightweight Indian cotton and embellished with a scrolling 
artistic embroidery on the pieced-in fabric neckline, this style is comfortable 
enough for daily wear and perfectly lovely for a night on the town. 
TNAA5069Y  XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99

full bloom earrings shown on page 11

w

It’s spring—time to renew, refresh,  
revitalize & reimagine your wardrobe.

m
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papillon blouse Float like a butterfly 
while clad in the lighter than air Papillon 
blouse. From the flutter dot net sleeve to the 
rows of stunning inset embroidered bands on 
the bodice, this is such a delicate and roman-
tic garment. Perfect to wear to an outdoor 
wedding or as a gorgeous combination with 
the Whisper skirt, this style will find a much 
treasured place in your wardrobe. Nylon shell 
with rayon lining. Ecru only. 
BLA5166Y XS-XL $104

laurel dress A truly special 
piece, the Laurel dress is a fanciful 
creation that you will not find the 
likes of elsewhere. Made in a beautiful 
georgette fabric, this button front style 
features pleated bursts on the bodice, 
a gorgeous translucent cap sleeve and 
stunning contrast detailing all around 
the collar and neckline. A deep, deli-
cate hem falls to the ankle. Nylon shell 
with rayon lining.  
DRA5161Y XS-XL $179

luna dress An occasion dress 
that has the perfect blend of deli-
cate styling and fabulous fabric, the 
Luna artfully hits all the right notes. 
Swiss dot net sleeves are accented with 
embroidered trim while the bodice is 
embellished with layers of embroidery 
and solid trim. Layers of lace cascade 
and peek-a-boo playfully to just below 
the knee. Nylon shell with rayon lining.  
DRA5167Y XS-XL $169

bianca jacket The 
Bianca jacket is so versatile, 
I find I can use it with such a 
wide mix of pieces. From an 
elegant topper for an occasion 
with the Ashley dress or the 
Papillon blouse, to smartly 
dressing up an easy ensemble 
like the Meadow blouse paired 
with the Tapestry leggings for 
work. Detailed with a flatter-
ing mandarin collar and made 
in our comfortable self stripe 
cotton for the ideal drape.  
JKAA5158Y  XS-XXL $109 
W1-W2 $119

romance camisole  
shown on page 34
annie skirt available online 
indigo necklace shown on  
page 12 
blue flower cameo earrings 
shown on page 9

mariposa blouse 
Sumptuous detailing from top 
to bottom adorns the heavenly 
Mariposa blouse. Eight floral 
embroideries burst to life 
from the button front, framed 
bodice, while the square cut 
neckline is artfully finished 
with a delicate embroidery 
trim. The Swiss dot net 
sleeves culminate at the open-
ing with crochet trim as does 
the hemline with an attached 
scalloped embroidery. Nylon 
shell with rayon lining.  
BLA5205Y XS-XL $129

josephine dress and coat A truly 
magical garment! Composed of two pieces, 
the Josephine dress features an overcoat of 
patterned brocade and embroidered collar 
with a gathered yarn dye body trimmed with a 
secondary brocade border on the hem. The dress 
mirrors the geometric brocade on the bust, has 
a gorgeous satin stitch embroidered waistband 
and falls to a gathered yarn dyed, ankle length 
cotton skirt. 70% Cotton, with polyester and 
nylon. Set includes dress and overcoat.  
DRA5072Y XS-XL $289 

wLawn party  
or Wedding?  
These lovely  
dresses move  
from the garden 
path to the  
church aisle.

whisper skirt Soft as a secret, the Whisper skirt is like a magical charm 
summoned to life from the pages of a forgotten fairy tale. Layer upon paneled 
layer of billowing asymmetrical Swiss dot net are artfully arranged for the ulti-
mate airy effect. Pairs perfectly with ethereal tops like the Mariposa or Papillon 
blouse. Nylon shell with rayon lining. Ecru only.   
SKA5162Y XS-XL $139

w
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The Victorian Era inspires us, evoking the gentility and grace  
of English gardens and country estates. Live the fantasy.

vintage vignettes

dove jacket One of our best selling and 
most loved styles, the Dove duster is just so 
versatile. Romantic, practical, beautiful and 
yet elegant. When worn to work over pants, 
it classes up an otherwise ordinary look, but it 
can also be the perfect topper for a fancy party. 
Delicate because of the net sleeves and embroi-
dered net hem, practical because of the easy 
shape and relaxed cotton fabric of the main 
body, what more could you ask for? 
JKAA5091Y  XS-XXL $119 W1-W2 $129

dove blouse A hopeless romantic’s 
dream, the Dove blouse is dainty and delicate, 
and an absolutely unique treasure. Smoke blue 
lace on the shoulder, upper bodice and collar are 
artfully applied to the moss crepe body. This 
style works fabulously with the Dove skirt. 
BLA5117Y XS-XL $59

dove skirt “Romance is the glamour 
which turns the dust of everyday life into  
a golden haze.” —Carolyn Gold Heilbrun.  
The garment is stunningly highlighted by 
a deeply embroidered applied lace trim and 
finished with a lightly scalloped hemline. 
Further embellished with embroidered bursts 
in the middle of the skirt, the Dove is a  
vision of timeless beauty. Shell:100% Nylon. 
Lining: 100% Rayon, woven. 
SKA5156Y XS-XL $149

natasha girls dress 
This dreamy frock is made for 
life’s special occasions. Allover 
floral embroidery on an ecru 
ground. Crochet lace trims 
the neckline and armhole. 
Embroidery embellishments 
decorate the waistband and 
attached net hem. Cotton and 
nylon shell with rayon lining. 
Ecru only. 
DR5381Y B$69 K$89 G$99

boardwalk girls 
dress The perfect classic 
dress for a tea party, the  
Boardwalk dress has all the 
lovely details: Crochet lace 
bands on the front, sleeve, and 
neckline; stitching details and 
cutwork lace on the hem.  
White only.  
DR5376Y B$84 K$98 G$109

Whether your garden club is holding its annual lawn party, 
you’ve a wedding to attend, or you’re celebrating any special 
occasion, our Victorian Fancy Collection brings romance and 
beauty to contemporary life. Finely crafted, these garments and 
accessories have that turn-of-the-century feel.

boardwalk dress Take a step back in time and enjoy 
the fine craftsmanship and feminine beauty of turn of the cen-
tury inspired apparel. The Boardwalk dress is a tour de force of 
romantic detailing with its inset rows of heirloom quality lace, 
raised crewel work floral embroidery, and texturizing pintuck 
accents—all taking root on a fabulously old fashioned “cot-
ton hopsack” fabric. Shown open over Dove Skirt. Full button 
closure. Ecru only. 
DRA5051Y XS-XL $229

eliott jacket Luxurious linen forms the basis of a fancifully 
old fashioned style called the Eliott jacket. Embellished with 
wonderful crewel work embroidery leaves and scrolling vines 
from the collar to the bodice, the garment is further decorated 
with finely embroidered buttons and finished with our trademark 
lace detailing on the hemline. Rayon shell with cotton lining. 
Smoke only.  
JKA5052Y XS-XL $279

dove skirt shown under Boardwalk Dress and on opposite page
lace cuffs shown on page 20 
chantilly scarf, used to tie down hat, above left and on page 20
boardwalk blouse shown on page 20
boardwalk pant shown on page 20
french collar, used to decorate the hat, above right and on page 21

w

re-imagined victoriana—for the way we live today
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boardwalk blouse Turn of 
the century influences abound in the 
beautiful and romantic Boardwalk 
blouse. Intricately embroidered lace 
highlights the shoulder panel and 
streams across the bodice, which is 
framed by eight tiny rows of pretty 
pintucks. This piece pairs fabulously 
with pants, our printed skirts and, for 
the ultra romantic Boardwalk pant.  
BLA5121Y XS-XL $84

boardwalk pant  
The Boardwalk pant truly channels a 
romantic vision of turn of the century 
styling replete with craftsmanship and 
details seldom seen today. With stun-
ning embroidered panels cascading 
from top to bottom, a luxurious deep 
hem crafted with ephemeral lace at the 
ankle and manifested in a flowing cot-
ton fabric for a free and graceful drape.  
PTA5031Y XS-XL $159

chantilly scarf The beauti-
ful Chantilly scarf is quintessential 
Cornell elegance that combines both 
the romance and old-fashioned detail-
ing that defines who we are. Cotton 
and lace come together in this exqui-
site accessory that is perfect for cool 
evenings and as a light coverup for well 
heeled functions. Pairs sweetly with the 
Boardwalk Dress. White and ecru.    
SF5305Y one size $69

ashley dress The perfect, impossible to find dress for that fabulous outdoor 
summer wedding or any special occasion marked by beauty, the Ashley is truly 
the stuff that dreams are made of. A simple, relaxed form is the quintessential 
ground for an amazing allover embroidered net that speaks for itself. Stitched 
down pleats at the center open up to a relaxed flow in the skirt. Cotton and 
nylon blend shell with rayon lining.  
DRAA5127Y  XS-XXL $198   W1-W2 $208

sorbet scarf The delicate Sorbet 
scarf is as light as gossamer and soft as 
a butterfly’s wing. The allover embroi-
dered net seems to take on a life of its 
own and is just the thing for covering up 
on a cool summer night. It is also a fabu-
lous accessory for looking lovely at a well 
heeled event. Cotton and nylon blend. 
SF5306Y one size $34

lace cuffs The perfect way to add 
a touch of Victorian fancy to a garment 
like the Boardwalk dress or the Eliott 
jacket, the Lace cuff would also make a 
wonderful gift for someone with a pen-
chant for turn of the century aesthetics 
and detailing. Made in finely embroi-
dered heirloom quality lace.  
AC5280Y Smoke Net  
Cotton and nylon blend  $12
AC5281Y Pink Net 100% nylon  $12
AC5282Y White Eyelet  
100% cotton $12

french collar Our French collar 
is the perfect timeless accessory for a 
hopeless romantic with an appreciation 
for detailing and lacework seldom seen 
in today’s marketplace. Fabulous floral 
embroidered net cinched with delicate 
mother of pearl buttons is just the thing 
to top off an exquisite look. Cotton and 
nylon blend.    
AC5265Y one size $34

shown with ashley dress 

dutch collar The Dutch collar 
is a stunning complement to an outfit 
artfully enhanced by gorgeous lace-
work and classical Victorian charm. 
A one of a kind embellishment that 
can’t be passed up by a romantic soul 
blessed with a creative sensibility. 
Cotton and nylon blend.   
AC5266Y one size $34

jade cabochon earrings 
Stunning new jade cabochon with 
drops of faceted sea glass, turquoise,  
adventurine, and glass pearls lend 
variety to this lovely nod to the past. 
Silver tone setting with sterling silver 
ear wires. Drop length is approx. 1.5" 
Revelation by Randall Johnson  
LE-39E  $44 
shown smaller than actual size

w

cameo green leaf earrings
The charm of yesteryear with a twist, these dangles add a bit of contemporary  
pizzazz.  Green cameos sit atop a setting of green faceted Czech crystal beaded flower 
motif—all on a silver-tone metal stem with leaves, dotted with turquoise glass 
beads. Sterling silver ear wire. Drop length approx. 2.5"
Revelation by Randall Johnson  
V-50EX   $44 
shown smaller than actual size

finishing touches to make you smile
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 rosa in soft rose  rose garden in yellow  
 

jardin nighty From the hand stitched smocking detail 
to the delicate lace around the collar and puff sleeve, not to 
mention the gorgeous peasant shape of the empire waisted top 
the Jardin nighty is signature April Cornell. Made in our 100% 
skin soft, patterned cotton, this piece is tea length and destined 
to be treasured. 
NTAA5285Y  XS-XXL $98  W1-W2 $108 

annalise nighty The Annalise nighty has all the bells 
and whistles of one of our much cherished timeless night-
gowns. The bodice showcases crochet lace, beautiful cutwork, 
embroidery Anglaise, and a flowing scalloped design. Made in 
heavenly cotton voile and gathered below the waist for comfort 
and ease. 
NTA5287Y XS-XL $89

a garden of delightful  
embroidered cushions  

Beautiful accent cushions that are delicately embroidered on one side 
with a beautiful rose set amidst scrolling vines, while one of our fabu-
lous floral prints takes flight on the reverse. Both cushions trimmed 
with lovely complementary crochet lace. 
CPERGA12Y rose garden in yellow 12x12"  $39
CPERSA18Y rosa in soft rose 18x14" $44

more cushions & cushion covers available online

françoise nighty A timeless nightgown, the Francoise is 
all the things you have come to love about April Cornell. There 
is really no better way to sleep than being enveloped in one of  
our 100% wonderful, pure cotton nighties. Finely detailed with 
multiple cutwork embroidered lace front and back as well as on 
the sleeve and shoulder this piece is a collector’s dream. 
NTA5267Y XS-XL $89

The moments in between—just waking or simply falling asleep— 
when your senses return to the elemental feelings of touch  
and sound. Soft cotton next to your skin. Simple indulgences.

dream worlds

w

pansy nighty One of 
our new “nightshirt” inspired 
nighties, the Pansy presents 
a fresh look that stays true 
to the timeless beauty and 
peerless cotton comfort we 
endeavor to provide. Em-
broidered floral aqua bursts 
decorate the bodice layered 
atop a plethora of tiny tex-
tured pleats. Gathers below 
the embroidery provide for an 
easy, dreamlike flow. Slightly 
longer in the front and back.  
Below knee. 2/3 sleeve. 
NTA5270Y XS-XL $89

forget-me-not 
nighty Another take on 
our new “nightshirt” inspired 
nighties, the Forget Me Not 
has embroidered floral buds 
blooming at the bodice that 
are layered atop a plethora of 
tiny textured pin tucks. Gath-
ers below the embroidery. 
Slightly longer in the front 
and back. Below knee length. 
½ sleeve. Cotton crepe. 
NTA5292Y XS-XL $89
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rapunzel nighty The 
Rapunzel nighty is another one 
of our magical pieces seem-
ingly stepping out of the pages 
of a fairy tale. Textured cotton 
is lightly shaped to the bodice 
with lovely scalloped lace at 
the crossover neckline. Below 
the waist the skirt is lightly 
gathered for an easy flow. 
NTA5253Y XS-XL $94

frosting nighty Truly 
the icing on the cake! the 
Frosting nighty is just the 
garment to blissfully sink into 
after a long day. Made in our 
100% skin soft, self stripe 
cotton of unmatched comfort, 
it’s expertly detailed with 
delicately blooming wild flow-
ers climbing the bodice. The 
peasant-shaped top and hand 
stitched smocking embellish-
ment further enhance the deli-
ciousness of this sweet style.  
NTA5252Y XS-XL $98

flower cloud nighty The Flower 
Cloud nighty is such an old-fashioned, roman-
tic style, that it may inspire dreams of being 
whisked back in time. Gorgeous scrolling floral 
embroidery embellishes the split neck bodice, 
while gathers below the exaggerated empire 
waistline create an easy comfortable flow for 
those dreamtime sojourns.  
NTA5290Y XS-XL $89

butterfly nighty “The 
butterfly counts not months 
but moments, and has time 
enough.”— Rabindranath 
Tagore. The Butterfly nighty is 
sure to enhance your own spe-
cial moments in life. Especially 
those spent curled up com-
fortably in bed! 100% pure 
cotton, delicately embroidered 
peasant bodice, fancifully 
ruffled shoulder straps.  
NTA5261Y XS-XL $89

bronte nighty Scalloped lace eyelet rests 
below the neckline and above tiny rows of pin-
tucks, crochet lace and fine embroidery on the 
bodice. A mixture of our skin soft cotton voile 
and delicate cotton mesh around the shoulder 
make this nighty a definite winner, sure to 
enhance peaceful slumber anywhere.  
NTAA5286Y  XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99

fleur nighty Just the kind of romantic, 
one of a kind, tastefully detailed sleepwear 
you can count on from April Cornell. The 
Fleur nighty is made in our 100% cotton voile 
that gets even softer with age. Feminine floral 
embroidery playfully scrolls along the square 
neckline while multiple rows of pleats give 
substance and texture to the body.  
NTAA5269Y  XS-XXL $89 W1-W2 $99 
 

angelic in ecru (on right) Just the gorgeous, romantic 
touch for the bedroom of your dreams, the Angelic embroidered 
net curtains are a real show stopper. Fine, allover tonally em-
broidered net curtains like this are truly a work of art and not 
easy to find, that’s why they have been one of our most popular 
items for years. 100% nylon with cotton embroidery.  
CUREANGY 36x84” $94

w w

delicate embroidered tulle curtains

anglaise in rose (on far right) There is nothing quite 
like the timeless romance evoked by finely embroidered, translu-
cent net curtains blowing in the wind. Be it in your bedroom, or 
main room, the ultra feminine Anglaise embroidered curtains are 
just the item to provide the elegance you’ve been searching for.
CURANG84Y 36x84” $89
more embroidered tulle curtains available online

shower curtains abloom in  
vibrant colors Shower in style and beauty  
with one of our nature inspired, hand drawn prints that are  
quintessentially April Cornell. 100% cotton. 72x72"  
a. Harriet’s Hydrangea in Smoke  SHHYD72Y 
b. Rosehip in Ecru  SHRHP72Y 
c. Roses on Stripe  SHROS72Y 
d. Veranda in Ecru  SHVER72Y  
all shower curtains $69

more shower curtains available online

a         b

c         d
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adeline nighty Our 
top selling sleepwear style, the 
Adeline is so good in so many 
ways! This piece can be used 
as a slip or as a nighty and fea-
tures lots of gorgeous details. 
Inset crochet lace creates a cool 
deco derived design on the 
bodice of this versatile knee 
length garment. Of course, no 
other fabric would do than our 
peerless cotton voile.  
NTA5289Y XS-XL $79

victorian rose nighty in sage A true story, a 
couple years ago we heard from a customer whose therapist had 
actually recommended April Cornell nightgowns for a restful 
sleep! They are pure cotton and are stripped of all the binding 
elastics so common in sleepwear today.
The Victorian Rose features beautiful crochet detailing on the 
bodice and around the shoulder straps and is manifested in one 
of our timeless prints.  
NTA5273Y XS-XL $98

amelie nighty There 
are so many lovely, dreamlike 
details that make up the Ame-
lie nighty. Beautiful feminine 
floral embroidery scrolls on 
the bodice, the neckline and 
shaped waist are trimmed with 
delicate crochet lace and the 
elaborate ruffle hem are all 
highlights of a special one of a 
kind romantic piece. 
NTA5264Y XS-XL $98

True treasures of the collection, our cotton quilts are much 
loved for their timeless beauty and peerless comfort. Detailed 
with a nifty velvet piping trim on the scalloped edge, the Victorian 
Rose quilt is double sided with a light pink floral print on 
the reverse. Designed to combine with matching pillowcases, 
embroidered pillowcases and accent pillows for a sumptuous, 
soothing bedroom.  
quilt  QVICY king 90x108" $299  queen 90x90" $279

pillowcase  PCVICY 19.5x30" $29

victorian patchwork in pastel tea cozy  
Set a special afternoon tea that is truly fit for a queen with the 
enhanced elegance of an original April Cornell floral print. 
Reversible to a complimentary fabric and lined with raw cotton 
for heat retention. 
TCVICTY  $14 

devon nighty The 
Devon nighty is, of course, 
made in our peerlessly soft 
cotton we have spent a life-
time sourcing and refining. 
The bodice is tonally em-
broidered and inset with six 
rows of delicate crochet lace. 
The sleeves are manifested 
in an ephemeral translucent 
lace and the piece is lightly 
gathered below the waist for 
an easy, flowing fit. 
NTA5277Y XS-XL $89

The enchanting world of yesteryear caught in a profusion  
of Victorian roses. The dream continues.

private moments

accompanying cushions A perfect complement to 
our lovely bedding collection, Victorian Rose pillowcases are made 
in 100% skin soft cotton and feature the gorgeous, feminine prints 
April is known for.  
garden sampler pillowcase in ecru available online
rosa in soft rose embroidered cushion shown on page 23
victorian patchwork in pastel available online

bedroom accessories
angelic embroidered topper in ecru shown on page 24
angelic embroidered tulle curtain shown on page 24
angelic embroidery runner in white available online

adeline dressing 
gown Perfectly special 
and completely romantic, the 
Adeline dressing gown is ev-
erything you love about April 
Cornell. For starters it is 100% 
pure Indian cotton, then come 
the classic details like the inset 
lace all down the front, along 
the neckline, the shoulders and 
sleeve opening. And finally the 
relaxed, easy fit that will make 
this a timeless, treasured gar-
ment in your wardrobe.  
DGA5260Y XS-XL $109

                    victorian rose in sage bedding ensemble
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Tablecloth*

Cafe Cloth

Breakfast

Dining

Harvest

Round

Seats

2

4

6-8

8-12

4-6

Size

36x36

54x54

60x90

60x108

88

Exchanges 
If you would like to exchange an item, please follow the  
instructions below or contact Customer Service at 888-332-7745 to make an 
expedited exchange.
- Return unwanted item within 30 days of receipt.

- Detach and keep the top portion of your packing slip for your records.

-  Complete the bottom portion of your packing slip with your name and contact 
information including phone number. (If you are not the original purchaser, please 
include their name as well.)

-    Send the return to:  
April Cornell Returns 
131 Battery Street 
Burlington, VT 05401

-  Return shipping is at customer’s expense, but we will ship your exchange order  
at no charge.

- We cannot accept C.O.D returns. Please see our website for more information.

Sizes
Ladies Classic Collection in inches, US sizing. Actual garments measure slightly larger.

April Woman Collection, in inches, US sizing. Actual garments measure slightly larger.

XXL sizes available only in 
April Woman Collection Styles. 
Look for the (W) on catalog photos 
to see if the item is available in 
Plus Sizes.

Girls, in inches, US sizing. AC girls clothes are generously designed to fit for 1-2 years.

* Dresses come in two lengths—short and regular.  Please refer to each style for length. For Baby/Infants sizing,  
please see our charts online.

essence slip The per-
fect slip for layering under-
neath our lightweight cotton 
dresses, the Essence slip is an 
essential underpinning to a 
functioning wardrobe. This 
rayon blend garment features 
a deep neckline and falls to 
just below the knee, making 
it the perfect shape for both 
modesty and comfort.  
White or ecru.  
SLA5150Y XS-XL $69

fleur bird shortie  
pajama Such a girlie, 
adorably cute style, the Fleur 
Bird shortie pajama combines 
April Cornell comfort and 
detailing with a whimsical 
print and the short shorts you 
love. The baby doll look is 
enhanced with ruffles at the 
neckline, sleeve, pockets and 
hem. The item is gathered 
below the neck for an easy 
flowing fit. 
PJA5258Y XS-XL $98

marissa slips The perfect 
slip for layering underneath 
our lightweight cotton dresses, 
the Marissa slip is an essential 
underpinning to a functioning 
wardrobe. This rayon blend gar-
ment features subtle spaghetti 
straps and a beautiful nearly 
translucent, layered lace attached 
at the hem. 
SLA5163Y Ecru long  
XS-XL $64 
SLA5164Y Pink short  
XS-XL $59

morning pajama 
From night to morning 
April’s Morning pajama will 
keep you sweetly snuggled in 
our skin loving cotton voile. 
Adorned with special details 
like artfully embroidered 
flowers on the bodice and 
delicate crochet lace around 
the deep scoop neck, this gar-
ment is just as lovely as it is 
comfortable. 
PJA5296Y XS-XL $114

grannie’s bloomers I always seek out, and often find, the most unexpected inspiration 
from past times. This particular style is based on an old-fashioned “bloomer” my daughter-in-law 
and I acquired from a collector of vintage clothing. We just knew we had to bring them back to 
life in some of our best prints, and the result: Well, let’s just say they bring a smile to the face  
of everyone who’s seen them!    
BOA5294Y XS-XL $39

Ordering is easy!
Place your order online at www.aprilcornell.com 

Or call toll free 888-332-7745.
Monday through Friday, 8:30 am to 6 pm (EST).

Payment Options
We accept Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover Card and PayPal. 
We also accept personal checks when ordering via mail. Please call customer 
service at 888-332-7745 for assistance with mail orders.

Delivery
We ship your order within 48 hours, excluding weekends and holidays. Most 
orders ship using the Least Cost method via SurePost®, an economy ground 
shipping service offered through UPS and the United States Postal Service. 
It combines the speed and reliability of UPS with convenient final delivery 
by the USPS. To receive your package via SurePost® you must provide your 
physical address, not just a PO Box.

We ship to all US addresses including Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. We also 
ship to Canada from our Canadian website—www.aprilcornell.ca. Please call 
Customer Service for a quote on shipping to international destinations. All U.S. 
and international shipments are from our Burlington, Vermont warehouse.

Standard shipping & handling rates: Contiguous United States

Standard shipping & handling rates: Alaska, Hawaii, & Puerto Rico

Expedited shipping
We can ship via 2-business days or next business day. Expedited orders must be 
placed and confirmed by 2 pm EST.

Returns & Exchanges
-   Return Policy Merchandise must be returned unused, unwashed, and in 

original condition with tags attached. Please include packing slip/receipt 
or order confirmation. If packing slip or order confirmation is not available, 
please provide your name and contact information on a piece of paper with 
your return. If merchandise is damaged or has a quality issue, please contact 
Customer Service at 888-332-7745 before returning. Please allow 2-3 weeks 
to process your return.

-   Current Season Items Current Season merchandise returned within 30 days of 
receipt can be returned for a full refund of the purchase price, to the original 
form of payment used.

-   Attic Items Discounted items from “April’s Attic” cannot be returned for a 
refund. They can be returned for online store credit only, for the price your 
originally paid for the item. Returns must be made within 30 days of receipt. 
Online store credit is for use on the website only. 

-   Final Sale Items No returns will be accepted for Final Sale items.

Merchandise  
Total

Delivery In

0-100.00

100.01-200.00

200.01-300.00

400.01 or more

Standard Cost via 
UPS

3-6 Business Days

$14.95

$18.95

$29.95

FREE

Tw0-Day Air

2 Business Days

$39.95

$43.95

$54.95

$65.95

  Next Day Air

1 Business Day

$59.95

$63.95

$74.95

$85.95

Tablecloths, in inches, US sizing.

* Sizes of tablecloths vary by collection and pattern. Not 
all Tablecloths come in all of the sizes. To make sure that 
the tablecloth you choose comes in the size you want, please 
visit our website and enter the tablecloth name. Due to the 
handmade nature of our tablecloths, slight size variations 
may occur.

Other products, sizes in inches, US sizing.     

* 20” x 20” cover and cushion sold seperately. All other
sizes sold with cushion.

Bedding, in inches, US sizing.

* Please see individual product description for 
sizing. Due to the handmade nature of our 
bedding, slight size variations may occur.

We respect your privacy The April 
Cornell company respects your privacy and 
aims to provide a safe, seamless and enjoyable 
shopping experience. To help improve that 
experience, we collect information from 
our customers and website visitors and 
exchange that information with like-minded 
companies. You have the choice to opt-out 
of newsletters and decline receiving catalogs. 
To unsubscribe from emails, simply select 
the “Unsubscribe” option at the bottom of 
every email. To stop receiving catalogs, please  
email customerservice@aprilcornell.com or 
call 1-888-332-7745 (Mon-Fri from 8:30am 
to 6pm EST).

Size

Chest

Waist

Hip

6-8/XS

34-36

27-28

36-37

8-10/S

36-38

29-30

38-39

10-12/M

38-40

31-32

40-41

12-14/L

40-42

33-34

42-43

14-16/XL

42-44

35-36

44-45

Size

Age in Yrs

Chest

Dress 
Length*

Petticoats

2

2-3

22-24

21.5 or 22.5

23

3/4

4-5

24-26

24.5 or 27

27.5

5/6

6-7

26-28

28 or 30.5

31

7/8

8-9

28-30

32 or 34.5

35

9/10

10-11

30-32

33 or 35.5

36

11/12

12-13

32-34

34 or 36.5

37

Size

Chest

Waist

Hip

16-18/XXL

44-46

37-38

46-47

18-20/W1

48-50

41-42

50-51

20-22/W2

52-54

45-46

54-55

# in set

4

4

4

NA

Size

20x20

18x18

14x19

20x20

Item

Printed Napkins

Essential Napkins

Placemats

Cushions*

Bedding

Queen Quilt

King Quilt

Pillowcases*

Size

90x90

90x108

Vary

Looking for a quick gift?
Our Gift eCards are emailed to your recipient as soon as the order is placed.  
To order, please go to aprilcornell.com.  

Questions? Email us at customerservice@aprilcornell.com or call us 
Customer Service at 888-332-7745.

Merchandise  
Total

Delivery In

0-25.00

25.01-50.00

50.01-100.00

100.01-150.00

150.01-200.00

200.01-300.00

300.01-400.00

400.01 or more

Lowest cost via 
SurePost

4-9 Business Days

$6.70

$8.70

$12.45

$16.45

$19.45

$22.45

$26.35

FREE

Standard Cost 
via UPS

2-6 Business Days

$9.70

$11.70

$15.45

$19.45

$22.45

$25.45

$29.35

$32.35

Tw0-Day Air

2 Business Days

$21.70

$23.70

$27.45

$31.45

$34.45

$37.35

$41.35

$44.35

Next Day Air

1 Business Day

$26.70

$28.70

$32.45

$36.45

$39.45

$42.35

$46.35

$49.35
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bee shortie pajama An 
adorable take on comfy, cute sleep-
wear, the Bee shortie pajama is every-
thing you love about April Cornell 
expressed in a novel way. The slightly 
nautical inspired top has inset lace, 
three buttons and an inverted pleat for 
a relaxed fit while the bottoms mirror 
the delicate data is with a lace trim on 
the hem. 
PJA5257Y XS-XL $94

daybreak caftan An exciting new item 
for us! The Day Break caftan is that perfect 
piece for lounging around the house, after 
coming home from the beach, or maybe for 
sitting on the porch or working in the gar-
den. Made in our skin soft 100% cotton and 
trimmed with one of our amazing floral prints 
on the cuff, the button placket and the hem. 
CFAA5062Y  XS-XXL $98 W1-W2 $108

odette dressing gown You 
know that expression: Dress for suc-
cess. Well, we have our own idea here: 
Dress for comfort and style in one 
of our fabulous dressing gowns! The 
Odette is so warm and cozy, made in 
cotton gauze twill that is tailored for 
enjoying relaxing evenings while you 
unwind in the comfort of home. 
DGA5302Y XS-XL $129

lola t-shirt  A funky, fun top 
for easy going summer style, the Lola 
t-shirt is the perfect addition to every 
wardrobe. Cheer-filled printed florets 
find form on comfy cotton jersey while 
a deep hem of solid tonal color sports 
practical pockets ideally placed for all 
of life’s necessities.  
TSA5186Y XS-XL $79

bethie pant Sunday mornings 
never looked so good. Our Bethie 
pant is so comfortable and so pretty, 
you’ll want to wear it all day long, at 
home or out and about.  Made in soft 
blue rayon, the Bethie pant has two 
front patch pockets and an elasticized, 
drawstring waist. Pair up with the 
Lola T-shirt for an eye-catching look.  
PTA5004Y XS-XL $69

camaloons An adorably original 
style that will put a smile on your face 
every time you put them on, the Ca-
maloons are everything you wish sleep 
and lounge wear could possibly be.  
A quirky cross between a camisole 
and a pantaloon, this 100% cotton 
garment is breathable and snugly and 
may make you want to spend a little 
extra time enjoying the comforts of 
home. Soft rose or white.  
JSA5160Y XS-XL $79

chrissy girls petticoat Our much 
loved, old-fashioned petticoats are extremely 
popular because they are such a hard to find 
shape that is so useful. It looks absolutely ador-
able under all of our pinafore shaped dresses and 
provides all the sophistication, modesty and 
warmth you might need. White or ecru.  
DR5374Y  B$29 K$36 G$42

matilde girls slip A perfect 
little lady’s slip that shows a bit of 
ruffle when she twirls. Cotton with 
nylon ruffle. Ecru only.  
SL5394Y  K$32 G$39

pantaloons girls pant An 
adorable and hard to find style, the 
Pantaloons girls pant is perfect for 
wearing under dresses—like our Festi-
val or our Rose girls dress. It can also 
be worn as an easy, no fuss pant with a 
tee. Made in our super soft Indian cot-
ton, this charming garment is trimmed 
at the cuff with beautiful cutwork lace. 
White or ecru. 
PT5398Y B$24 K$29 G$39

w

B/Baby 0-18 mos.

K/Kids 2-6 years

G/Girls 8-12 years

girls sizing

see page 28 
baby/infant sizing available online
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frannie blouse The Frannie blouse is such a flattering, 
easy style that looks so lovely on a variety of body shapes. Made 
in very lightweight, gently embroidered cotton, with exquisite 
additional cutwork embroidery for enhanced depth and texture. 
The perfect piece to pair with one of our printed cotton pants 
like the Helen, it also looks great with the Tapestry leggings or 
even a pair of blue jeans. Apple Green.  
BLA5176Y XS-XL $79

necklace shown on page 12 
also in white shown on page 14

happy tunic The Happy Tunic is an item I know I will 
personally get tons of great use out of this season. I absolutely 
adore this print; it reminds me of an ancient piece of Ming 
pottery. The blending of the patched-on solid green fabric with 
the vibrantly embroidered flowers is such a creative and positive 
combination, LOVE, LOVE, LOVE! 
TNA5197Y XS-XL $98

indigo tunic We went back to the 
archives and dug down to our roots to come 
up with the Indigo tunic! This piece wholly 
embodies the spirit of Indian design with its 
stunning, hand block, floral motif bursts and 
the vibrancy of its tonal blues. The eastern 
inspired tunic shape of this piece wouldn’t 
make sense in anything other than our classic 
Indian cotton.  
TNAAY5195  XS-XXL $69 W1-W2 $79

turbans A stunning and 
fabulously vintage, our 1940’s 
and 50’s inspired headscarves 
channel the glamorous style 
of stars like Sophia Loren that 
embodies a sophisticated, 
timeless trend. Made in our 
original prints on cotton, they 
are one size fits all with an 
enclosed elastic at the back for 
the perfect fit. 
happy turban ACA5301Y  
indigo turban ACA5302Y 
$29

sunrise caftan An exciting new item 
for us! The Sunrise caftan is that perfect piece 
for lounging around the house, after coming 
home from the beach, or maybe for sitting on 
the porch or working in the garden. Made in 
our skin soft 100% cotton and trimmed with 
one of our amazing floral prints on the cuff, the 
button placket and the hem.  
CFAA5064y  XS-XXL $98 W1-W2 $108

A little adventure—just what’s needed. A touch of color,  

a bit of sass. And you’re ready to take on the world. 

dare to be bold

w

wturquoise leaf  
earrings An eye-catching treat! Turquoise 
bead with smoky fresh water pearl dangles  
surround a brass almond-shaped hoop with  
leaf motif. Gold-filled ear wire. Drop length 
1.75 x 1"  
by ELEMENTS/Jill Schwartz  
A21E  $74 
shown smaller than actual size
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colette pant Footloose 
and fancy free! The Colette 
pant is one of those fabulously 
unique treasures that make 
us love what we do. Made in 
a lightweight cotton cambric 
and featuring our hand drawn 
‘broken stripe’ print, the mul-
tiple tiers of gathered fabric 
serve to create a wildly exag-
gerated, playfully feminine, 
flounced hem. In black/white 
or red/ecru. Specify color. 
PTA5105Y Black/White $89 
PTA5181Y Red/Ecru $89 
XS-XL 

romance camisole 
The Romance camisole is 
just that, a romantic, delicate 
garment, perfectly suited for 
a gentle soul. Fine details of 
embroidery around the neck-
line, columns of crochet lace, 
pretty pintucks and a lace up 
front with a double ruffle lace 
hem adorn. 
CMA5123Y XS-XL $69

lucille blouse All the 
way from an old time sock 
hop to a newfangled hip 
hop shop, nothing beats this 
perfectly pretty classic polka 
dot! Especially when it’s an 
April Cornell design with all 
the gorgeous embellishments 
and cotton comfort we love 
to include in our pieces. Inset 
strips of lace adorn the front 
below the bodice and a teeny 
tiny ruffle trim frames the 
armhole, collar and hem. 
BLA5194Y XS-XL $64

leggings to mix and match 
with your favorite styles 

I love love love our leggings! I wear them all the time. They 
are just so easy, they work with pretty much all the tunics in 
the collection and are also great as a layering piece under many 
of the short dresses, especially because they are designed from 
the same pallet and the playful embroideries coordinate with so 
many of the colors in the prints. 

coral feather drops 
Sunset colors of coral and 
pink inspire this feathered 
drop earring. Czech glass 
beads form the center of the 
top flower with petals of 
faux pearl and glass beads. 
A feathery-shaped resin leaf 
dangles with an antiqued top 
leaf adorned with a small pink 
flower. Drop length 2.25 x 
.75" Gold-filled ear wire. 
Revelation by Randall Johnson    
P24E  $64 
shown smaller than actual size

fandango  
necklace Red, pink and 
lilac colored glass beads 
and a row of pearls sit atop 
a fan finding in matte and 
antiqued gold-plated.  
Assorted colored glass  
and pearl beads run along 
the gold-tone chain that 
adjusts from 15 to 18" 
by ELEMENTS/Jill Schwartz   
Z06N  $114 

meadow blouse “Many 
eyes go through the meadow, 
but few see the flowers in it.” 
—Ralph Waldo Emerson  
Many of our amazing patrons 
are among those who DO see 
the flowers, and we love them 
for that. This simple piece still 
boasts the romantic details 
so apparent in our collection; 
crochet lace around the square 
neck and on the shoulder, in-
tricate lace attached at the hem-
line and light gathers above the 
bust. Relaxed fit.  
BLA5007Y XS-XL $69

op art necklace  
A color explosion: Multi-
colored glass drops hang 
from the onyx and mother 
of pearl inlaid checker-
board disk. Three faceted 
glass and a turquoise glass 
cabochon connect the disk 
to the antiqued silver-
toned chain. Lobster claw 
clasp. Adjusts from 15.5 
to 18.75" 
Revelation by  
Randall Johnson 
MA-33N   $59 

tapestry leggings 
PTA5209Y  Periwinkle, Coral, Jade, and White XS-XL $59  
PTAA5209Y Jade and White only XXL $59 W1-W2 $69

bouquet leggings 
PTA5081Y  XS-XL $59

penelope dot leggings
PTA5075Y  XS-XL $59  

w

both necklaces shown  
smaller than actual size

w

surprise your senses  
with a  

c o l o r  
c h a n g e o v e r
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glenn blouse The Glenn blouse is one of 
those shapes that is so versatile and lovely, it is 
surely destined to become one of your favorite 
go-to pieces in the wardrobe. Embroidered on 
the bodice with April’s delicate design touch 
by a scrolling floral vine and shaped at the 
waist with defining darts above and flatter-
ing gathered pleats below for the perfect fit.
BLA5088Y XS-XL $69

rosie pant A gorgeous 
printed floral pant that is 
bursting at the seams with 
smile inducing color, the Rosie 
is a must have item for spring. 
Perfect for coordinating with 
our solid white cotton blouses 
like the Mozart or the Forever 
camisole, this item is styled 
with April’s trademark easy 
going elegance.
PTA5225Y XS-XL $84

odette pant skirt Featuring one of our 
most vibrant and lovely prints for the season, 
the Odette pant seems to spring to life, fueled 
by a tremendous combination of color and 
fabric. Created especially for the free artful 
spirit, this wide legged style truly makes you 
feel exceptional.  
PTA5098Y XS-XL $119

romance camilsole shown on page 34

mozart blouse The 
Mozart blouse carries on a tra-
dition of feminine styling that 
we are proud to have contin-
ued for the past 40 years. This 
top showcases all the detailing 
bells and whistles while retain-
ing a simple, elegant beauty. 
Made in a 100% cotton, light-
ly embroidered fabric, with 
columns of masterful cutwork 
embroidery on the bodice and 
trimmed with a delicate cotton 
blend lace collar, this piece is 
classic April. 
BLA5043Y XS-XL $79

chanson pant skirt A dancing, swirl-
ing floral pant skirt that announces spring has 
arrived.  So lovely, yet so comfortable, you’ll 
feel at ease no matter what the setting. Print 
picks up hues of dark green, light yellows, 
blues and pink. A three inch elastic smocked 
drop waist for easy comfort. Rayon.  
PTA5216Y XS-XL $179

delicate camisole 
in white (underneath) The 
Delicate camisole is one of the 
timeless, feminine garments 
that April has been master-
fully designing for the past 
forty years. Trimmed at the 
neck, shoulder and hemline 
with crochet lace and inset 
with bands of embroidered 
lace on the bodice, this tender 
garment stands out over a pair 
of leggings and is an ideal 
undergarment with a sweet 
touch of romance. 
CMAA5113Y  XS-XXL $59 
W1-W2 $69

also in mint shown on page 13

pastel bouquet  
earrings A playful 
cascade of a taupe resin flower 
cameo, followed by ivory glass 
three-leaf flowered cluster, and 
dangles of glass and rhinestone 
beads lend plenty of sparkle 
to any spring outfit.  Sterling 
silver ear wires. Drop length 
2.5" with a cluster measuring 
.75" at the widest point. 
Revelation by Randall Johnson 
B10E  $44 
shown smaller than actual size

forever camisole Fall 
in love for ever after with the 
Forever camisole! Made in 
beautifully soft pure Indian 
cotton, this item is great as 
a topper as well as just on 
its own to create a smart, 
casual look with jeans or leg-
gings. Of course, it wouldn’t 
be complete without our 
signature design touches like 
the ten tiny tuxedo pleats on 
either side, as well as the form 
flattering ruffles below. 
CMA5096Y XS-XL $59

helen pant A gorgeous 
printed floral pant that is 
burst forth with smile induc-
ing color, the Helen is a must 
have item for spring. Perfect 
for coordinating with our 
solid white cotton blouses 
like the Mozart or the Forever 
camisole, this item is styled 
with April’s trademark easy 
going elegance. 
PTA5153Y XS-XL $98

w

Do you  
recall 
your first 
memory  
of color?
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bee girls dress The 
sweet Bee dress channels 
the classic prairie aesthetics 
of Laura Ingles Wilder and 
harkens to times when simple 
beauty and innocent charm 
pervaded the landscape. Fea-
turing an old fashioned calico 
print on cotton and detailed 
with a delicate flutter sleeve 
and ruffled panel hem for a 
quintessentially classic look.   
DR5360Y B$54 K$69 G$79

Bee dress for mom  
shown on page 44

tapestry girls leggings Our girls leggings are so 
cute! They are made in the always comfortable 100% cotton knit 
jersey and are masterfully embellished with a sweet little floral 
embroidery bursting into life on the calf. Perfect for wearing with 
tops or under one of our adorable kids dresses.  
PT5373Y  B$22 K$29 G$39

tapestry girls leggings Our girls leggings are so 
cute! They are made in the always comfortable 100% cotton knit 
jersey and are masterfully embellished with a sweet little floral 
embroidery bursting into life on the calf. Perfect for wearing with 
tops or under one of our adorable kids dresses.  
PT5373Y  B$22 K$29 G$39

josephine girls 
dress and coat What 
little darling wouldn’t want 
to shine brightly in a fabulous 
princess dress as uniquely 
exotic and beautiful as the 
Josephine? From its deep 
brocade hem and embroidered 
waistband to its yarn dyed 
skirt and embroidered brocade 
jacket, this outfit is a sure fire 
hit destined to steal the show! 
Jacket and dress sold as a set. 
70% Cotton with polyester 
and nylon accents.   
DR5379Y   K$129 G$139

mommy dress  
shown on page 17

rosie girls dress 
Roses are red/Violets are blue/
the Rosie girls dress/Looks 
great in family photos too! 
This sweet little style features 
one of our gorgeous French 
influenced prints brought to 
life in an old fashioned way 
with inset fabric trim and 
pleats on the bodice. 
DR5369Y B$49 K$64 G$74

rosie ruffles dress  
for mom available online

leilani dress So romantic, so much Eastern influence, 
so April Cornell! This style harkens back to my younger years 
traveling around India and Afghanistan discovering the amaz-
ing textile traditions that resonated so deeply within me. This 
sumptuously soft dress hybrid is printed in the style of beauti-
fully Indian block prints and is trimmed with a fabulous hand 
drawn stripe. 
DRA5157Y XS-XL $209

leilani girls dress What’s better than gorgeous brushed 
cotton comfort? Brushed cotton comfort that matches perfectly 
with Mom’s elegant look! One of our Indian block print inspired 
patterns forms the basis of this beautiful piece complete with a 
striped fabric trim decorating the hem and the neck.  
DR5366Y  B$49 K$59 G$69

Dressing up for special occasions—for a wedding, a holiday,  
a party—helps create those moments we cherish most. 

childhood memories

harriet girls dress 
“Childhood is a short season.” 
—Helen Hayes. So let’s cher-
ish it and dress it up and hold 
it in our hearts for as long as 
possible! The Harriet dress is 
sweet as Bazooka bubblegum 
with its cute little polka dots, 
Peter Pan collar and multi-
colored buttons. Gathers at 
the waist, patch pockets and a 
fabric tie for a good fit round 
out an adorable style.  
DR5354Y  B$39 K$49 G$59

harriet dress for mom  
shown on page 8

more mommy & me 
dresses available online  

m m m

m

m

m

B/Baby 0-18 mos.

K/Kids 2-6 years

G/Girls 8-12 years

girls sizing

see page 28 
baby/infant sizing available online

Magical Grammyhood pairs up  

perfectly with Magical Childhood!

 
After growing up as one of three sisters—and then raising three 

sons—my one and only granddaughter is very, very special.

And what a treat for us to dress up together! Enjoy the magic 

of childhood with our April Cornell girl dresses, beautiful 

cottons with old fashioned details. Designed for joyful days  

of playful laughter, bowing and twirling, running and 

climbing, from make believe to the special celebrations 

that will be photographed and recalled for years to come.

April
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canary plaid tablecloth The timeless French combi-
nation of blue and yellow bursting to life in a gorgeous cotton 
weave: That is our Canary Plaid tablecloth. It’s just the right 
recipe for making a breakfast table even more delightful. The 
fringe is knotted by hand, a detail that once noticed is truly 
magnificent.  
TPWCANY  54x54"$36  60x90"$64 

rosehip tablecloth in ecru The 
quintessential, definitive April Cornell print, 
the Rosehip has been a springtime staple since 
1984. Romantic, and artistic by nature, the 
timeless feminine quality April created years 
ago remains just as lovely and relevant today. 
Group with printed or solid napkins, placemats,  
pillows for a nearby chair, an old fashioned 
apron for the kitchen and charming tea towels, 
or combine any of the above for a lovely gift.  
TPRHPY 
36x36"$24  54x54"$46  60x90"$69  
88"round $89 

 
provence caftan An exciting new item for us!  
The Provence caftan is that perfect piece for lounging around 
the house, after coming home from the beach, or maybe for 
sitting on the porch or working in the garden. Made in our skin 
soft 100% cotton fabrics combine for that timeless blue and yellow 
French color-way, trimmed with one of our amazing floral 
prints on the cuff, the button placket and the hem. 
CFA5241Y XS-XL $98

canary plaid placemats with napkins Our 
Canary Plaid print is also available as a serviceable placemat—
a stunning way to brighten a table or add interest to a solid 
color table undercloth. Accent with a matching napkin folded 
together with an Essential napkin in periwinkle.  
MPWCANY set of 4 placemats $32
NPWCAN18Y set of four napkins $26
NPESS18Y set of four Essential napkins $22

essential napkins available in ten vivid colors  
available online

It simply makes us smile, even if our travels extend only into  
a Peter Mayle book. Provence touches the essence of living well. 

harriet’s hydrangea tablecloth Bring some 
April Cornell color into your home with a classic blue and 
yellow combination that captures the promise of spring and 
is tailor made for beautifying your table. Coordinates with 
napkins, an old fashioned apron, cushions for a nearby couch or 
chairs as well dish towels, or combine any of the above for the 
perfect gift. 
TPHYDY  36x36"$24  54x54"$46  60x90"$69  60x108"$89  
88"round $89 

canary plaid tablecloth shown on opposite page 
rosehip table cloth in ecru shown on opposite page 
jamavar tablecloth in periwinkle shown on page 42

blue fabric flower earrings  
Sweet and charming—these hand-made 
vintage straw roses set off with a felt leaf and a 
fresh water pearl dangle make a perfect way to 
start the day. Sterling silver ear wires.  
Drop length is 1.75" Flower disk is 1.5" wide. 
Revelation by Randall Johnson 
AT-124E   $44 
shown actual size

picturesque provence  
collection tablecloths

let sunlight and sea in     
    Provence come to you
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dauphine tablecloth in  
periwinkle Part of our Natural Collec-
tion, featuring azo free dyes and unbleached 
cotton, the Dauphine tablecloth is an item we 
are excited and proud to offer. The Dauphine is 
hand crafted in our unique fashion with a lovely 
print inspired from traditional Indian block 
printing techniques and pairs perfectly with the 
Dauphine napkins.  
TPDAUY 36x36"$24  54x54"$46  
60x90"$69  60x108"$89 

harriet’s hydrangea in yellow  
tablecloth Bring some April Cornell 
color into your home with a classic blue and 
yellow combination that captures the promise 
of spring and is tailor made for beautifying 
your table. Coordinates with napkins, an old 
fashioned apron, cushions for a nearby couch or 
chairs as well dish towels. 
TPHYDY 36x36"$24  54x54"$46  
60x90"$69  60x108"$89  88"round$89 

rosehip runner in ecru One of my 
all time favorites, the Rosehip print was origi-
nally created in the early 1980’s and has been a 
staple in our collection ever since. Artful blue 
and yellow flowers seem to float on the ecru 
ground in this airy, delicate design. Beauti-
ful in the kitchen as well as side tables or for 
enhancing a fabulous mantle.  
RNRHPY 13x72"  $34

canary plaid runner Pretty Provence 
colors combine with our beautiful Indian cot-
ton in the Canary plaid runner. Tailor made for 
enhancing a joyful kitchen table or counter-
top, we are honored to continue an important 
aesthetic tradition that is just as right today 
as it was a hundred years ago. We know this 
because it makes us smile. 
RNWCANY 13x72"  $29
more runners from most collections available online

essential napkins in 
perwinkle & yellow 
An essential component to a 
complete table setting, the 
Essential napkins are designed 
in complementary fashion 
to our wide range of printed 
table cloths. Picking up on 
important colors featured in 
the prints, they are perfect 
for engaging the same palette 
aesthetics while creating a 
bit of balance. For a playful 
mix and match idea, alternate 
the solid and printed napkins 
from one place setting to the 
next. Specify color.  
NPESS18Y 18x18" $22
essential napkins  
available in ten vivid  
colors available online provence patchwork potholders 

Pretty printed pot holders for the girl who  
almost has it all... All except for that one perfect 
piece to enhance a delightful joy filled kitchen! 
Made in 100% quilted cotton with a comple-
mentary pattern on the reverse and a contrasting 
fabric trim.  
PHPROY set of two $14

provence patchwork tea cozy 
Set a special afternoon tea that is truly fit for 
a queen with the enhanced elegance of an 
original April Cornell floral print. Reversible 
to a complimentary fabric and lined with raw 
cotton for heat retention.  
TCPROY  $14

provence cottage novelty  
potholders Pretty printed house shaped 
pot holders for the girl who almost has it all —
all except for that one perfect novelty piece to 
enhance a delightful joy filled kitchen! Made in 
100% quilted cotton with a complementary pat-
tern on the reverse and a contrasting fabric trim. 
PHNCOTY $16

jamavar tablecloth in periwinkle One of our most popular and 
long lasting prints, the Jamavar border was originally inspired by a trip I took to 
the Taj Mahal in 1992, when I lived in India for a year. Mughal motifs abound 
in this Canadian/American’s interpretation of a French take of what is at its heart 
an Indian design. Breakfast size shown.
TPJAMY  54x54"$46  60x90"$69  

tile tablecloth in multi This print 
is based on some wonderful Portuguese tiles  
I came across on one of my travels. Playful and 
beautiful, the Tile tablecloth is brought to life 
in the timeless blue and yellow color combina-
tion made famous in Provence. I love mixing a 
lively print like this with a blend of solid and 
printed napkins. Breakfast size shown.  
TPTILEY  54x54"$46  60x90"$69 

to view the complete picturesque provence collection, 
go to www.aprilcornell.com/collections

our whimsical  
button napkin rings 
A playful variety of artfully 
selected shapes and sizes com-
bine to form the whimsically 
fun, Pearl Button Napkin 
Rings. Wildly popular for 
setting an unforgettable sum-
mer table or as a thoughtful 
and original hostess gift, this 
cool style is sold in a set of 
four and pairs perfectly with 
April’s wide range of printed 
and solid napkins.  
provence button napkin rings
NRB4PROY set of four $19 
pearl button napkin rings 
NRB4PEAY set of four $19
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amelie tablecloth in coral Part of 
our “natural collection,” featuring azo free dyes 
and unbleached cotton, the Amelie tablecloth is 
an item we are excited and proud to offer. The 
Amelie is hand crafted in our unique fashion 
with a lovely print inspired from traditional 
Indian block printing techniques and pairs per-
fectly with the Amelie napkins.  
TPAMEY  36x36"$24  54x54"$46 
60x90"$69

bee dress This is such a delicate print and soft coloring,  
it really exemplifies the timeless femininity we always strive  
to offer. Full length and detailed with a full double ruffle on 
the shoulder, this prairie inspired dress also has an oversized 
gathered flounce adding to its beauty. 
DRA5154Y XS-XL $119

mela tablecloth in gold A shim-
mering statement in gold and green. The Mela 
tablecloth, also part of our Natural Collection, 
graces any table. Hand crafted, the Mela is 
inspired from traditional Indian block printing. 
Printed with azo-free dyes on unbleached cotton.
TPMELAY 54x54"$46 60x90"$69

our naturally beautiful  
collection of tablecloths 

Featuring azo free dyes and unbleached cotton, we are proud and 
excited to offer our Natural Collection of tablecloths. Each is 
hand crafted in our unique fashion with a lovely print inspired 
from traditional Indian block printing techniques. All pair 
perfectly with accompanying napkins.

from top to bottom 
a.    dauphine in periwinkle shown on page 43 
b.   amelie in coral shown on opposite page
c.   marseille in red shown on opposite page
d.  mela in gold shown on opposite page  

Generations of textile masters helped create our Natural Collection,  
with unbleached cotton, azo free dyes, and traditional block printing.

well-crafted naturally

n a t u r e ’ s  c o l o r s — 
 your reliable guide  
for home decorating  

a

b

c

d

marseille tablecloth La vie en rose! 
The classically romantic Marseille tablecloth 
uses traditional Indian block printing to create 
a very French pattern: Intricate bouquets with 
a big, bold border. Its rose-toned palette was 
inspired by the rustic refinement of southern 
France.  Printed with azo-free dyes on un-
bleached cotton.  
TPMASY  36x36”$24  54x54"$46 
60x90"$69
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lilac tablecloth in ecru Set your 
table with the serenity of one of our loosely 
drawn, watercolor inspired prints. Based on 
one of April’s artworks, the Lilac tablecloths 
wildflower florets, buzzing bees and sweet 
songbirds bring nature indoors in an irrepress-
ibly cheerful manner.  
TPLILY 36x36"$24  54x54"$46  60x90"$69  
60x108"$89  88"round$89  

victorian weave tablecloth in 
pastel The subtle pastels of soft green and  
pink are hand woven together in this beauti-
fully crafted breakfast cloth. In India, where 
old-fashioned style and craftsmanship still 
thrives, the fringe of our Victorian weave table-
cloths is also hand-knotted.  
TPWVICY  54x54"$36  60x90"$64   

victorian fancy  
collection tablecloths 

Our Victorian Fancy Collection is distinctly feminine— 
a profusion of old-fashioned roses in full bloom. Each pattern 
evokes the English garden in all of her charm and subtlety— 
soft roses, pale yellows, lilacs and spring greens, with hints of 
vivid hues.   

from top to bottom 
a.     victorian rose in sage,  

36x36"  54x54"  60x90"  60x108"  88"round

b.     victorian weave in pastel shown on opposite page 
54x54"  60x90"

c.     victorian patchwork in pastel available online 
54x54" 

d.     evelyn in soft rose on right 
36x36"  54x54"  60x90"  88"round  

e.     peony jaquard in ecru available online 
54x54"  60x90"  60x108"

f.     lilac in ecru opposite page 
36x36"  54x54"  60x90"  60x108"  88"round

g.     blossom stripe in mint available online 
54x54"  60x90"

h.     victorian rose in rose shown on page 51 
54x54"  60x90"  

angelic embroidered topper 
cloth The ethereally translucent Angelic 
embroidered tablecloth is such a special one 
of a kind item. Perfect as a show stopping 
topper cloth for a layered look or on its own 
for achieving a romantic effect of unparalleled 
proportion. Nylon with cotton embroidery. 
Ecru only.  
TPEANGY 54x54" $98

victorian patchwork tea cozy 
in pastel Our roomy, reversible quilted 
Tea Cozy keeps your tea hot and lends a cheery 
note to your table.   
TCVICTY  $14

more tea cozies available online

evelyn tablecloth in soft rose Surround yourself 
with the beauty of timeless prints and old-fashioned tablecloths 
for a life filled with feminine beauty. The Evelyn in soft rose 
features a calming design that reveals the delicate hand of a 
craftsman and the tender soul of an artist.  
TPEVEY  36x36"$24  54x54"$46  60x90"$69  88"round$89 

An English rose, in full bloom. Romantic, embracing old world  
beauty in the softest hues.

victoriana in linens

a

b 

c

d

e

f

g

h
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dauphine quilt in periwinkle 
The Dauphine quilt features one of our beautiful, 
hand drawn prints inspired by traditional Indian 
hand-block printing techniques. True treasures of 
the collection, our cotton quilts are much loved 
for their timeless beauty and peerless comfort. 
Detailed with a nifty printed trim, the Victorian 
Rose quilt is double sided with a classic calico 
print on the reverse. Designed to coordinate with 
matching pillowcases and accent pillows for a 
sumptuous, soothing bedroom. Coordinating 
print on reverse. 
quilt  QDAUY king 90x108" $299   
queen 90x90" $279
pillowcase  PCDAUY 20x20" $29

victorian rose in lavender The Victorian Rose showcases 
timeless aesthetics that grow ever more beautiful with time. 
victorian rose in sage Gentle tones of pink and ecru high-
light the soothing sage color pathway.
lilac in ecru Based on April’s art, the Lilac placemat’s wild-
flower florets, bees and songbirds brings nature indoors.
harriet’s hydrangea in yellow The Harriet Hydrangea 
print features one of our favorite color recipes of delicious blues 
and yellows. 

Sets of four. 

MPVICY Victorian Rose in Lavender or Sage Placemats $38 
MPLILY Lilac in Ecru Placemats $38 
MPHYDY Harriet’s Hydrangea Placemats $38

NPVIC20Y Victorian Rose in Lavender or Sage Napkins $29 
NPLIL20Y Lilac in Ecru Napkins $29 
NPHYD20Y Harriet’s Hydrangea Napkins $29

NPESS18Y set of four Essential Napkins    $22
in green, ecru, or lavender 
essential napkins available in ten vivid colors  
available online

peaceful patchwork quilt in 
smoke Smoky blues and soft golds add a 
peaceful elegance to your home. The subtle 
play of color offset with contrasting plaid lends 
a playfulness that is sure to warm your heart. 
Shown here with our cotton bedskirt and 
Peaceful Patchwork cushion.  
quilt  QPEACY king 90x108" $299   
queen 90x90" $289
pillowcase  PCPEACY 19.5x30"  $34
cushion  CPRPEAC18Y 18x14"  $39
wrap-around clara bedskirt  
BEDCLAX queen 20x282"  $89   
king 20x315"  $99

a profusion of rounds 
Round tablecloths are hard to find, especially ones so varied and 
rich in color. We carry ten different patterns in our exclusive 
collection. Each 88" round.

harriet’s hydrangea in yellow Bring some April Cornell color 
into your home with our classic blue and yellow combination. 
TPHYD88Y

victorian rose in lavender Soothing lavender dwells in an 
elegant print inspired by antique atelier volumes of French design. 
TPVIC88Y

harriet’s hydrangea in smoke What more can be said, 
classic print, gorgeous color palette, April Cornell.  
TPHYD88Y

rosehip in ecru The quintessential, definitive April Cornell 
print, the Rosehip has been a spring time staple since 1984.   
TPRHP88Y

all 88" rounds  $89 

a sampling of placemats & napkins

the April Cornell signature layered look
victorian rose square tablecloth in sage (top) A timeless, 
romantic floral print is just the right touch of beauty to enhance 
your table.  
TPVICY  54x54"  $46

evelyn tablecloth in soft rose (underneath) The Evelyn reveals  
the delicate hand of a craftsman and the tender soul of an artist.  
TPEVE88Y 88"round  $89 

for other sizes in these collections, 
go to www.aprilcornell.com/collections
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festival dress A carefree, joy filled style for a carefree, joy 
filled girl! Just right for a woman who still has a little flower 
child inside her and isn’t afraid to show it. The Festival dress is 
a tour de force boasting no less than six of April’s peerless, smile 
inspiring floral prints for the season. But be warned all these 
flowers may attract some bees! “Sunshine, daydream, walking in 
the tall trees, going where the wind goes, Blooming like a red 
rose, breathing more freely.”—Jerry Garcia and Robert Hunter. 
Tieback. 
DRA5228Y XS-XL $109

festival girls dress Life is one big party when you’re 
a little girl! Why not celebrate that fact wearing a dress that’s 
just as alive and vibrant as your little one? The Festival dress 
showcases six of our most fabulous floral prints for the season in 
a classic dress style with a cute cap sleeve, patch pockets and a 
tie at the back for getting the perfect twirl! 
DR5375Y  B$54  K$64  G$74

peony jacquard tablecloth  
in green In the late 1700’s Joseph Marie 
Jacquard revolutionized the weaving process 
with an innovation allowing for wide varieties 
of patterns to be more easily made. Our dam-
ask, jacquard-style tablecloths incorporate our 
original designs woven into the fabric for an 
artfully sophisticated effect. Also, the fringes 
are all double knotted by hand, in of itself a 
nearly lost art.  
TPWPEOY  54x54" $56  60x90" $89  
60x108" $99 

zinnia garden tablecloth in ecru Like the southwestern Mexican 
region from which this genus hails, the Zinnia Garden is colorful and vivacious, 
the ideal complement to a sunny home. Combine with printed or solid napkins, 
placemats, pillows for a nearby chair, an old fashioned apron for the kitchen and 
charming tea towels, or combine any of the above for a lovely gift.    
TPZINY  54x54" $46  60x90" $69   

Embrace your style through our original designs.

the colorful world 
of April

leaf swing earrings These dancing 
dangles swing with each step. A wonderful 
assortment of fabric flowers and assorted glass 
beads form the half moon cluster that falls 
from a charcoal-plated chain. Antique gold-
plated findings. Gold-filled ear wire.  2.5 x 
1.75” 
by ELEMENTS/Jill Schwartz 
J14E  $89 
shown smaller than actual size

silk scarf runners A luxurious touch of color to any 
table top or any spot that needs brightening, our 100% silk 
runners also double as scarves. Let your imagination loose. 
Specify color: smoke, rose, and spring green. 
RNSILKY 44x80" $59

victorian rose tablecloth Showcasing a romantic 
palette of delicate pinks and an elegant print inspired by an-
tique atelier volumes of French design, this piece demonstrates 
timeless aesthetics that grow ever more beautiful with the 
passage of time. Combine with printed or solid napkins, place-
mats, pillows for a nearby chair, an old fashioned apron for the 
kitchen and charming tea towels, or combine any of the above 
for a lovely gift.  
TPVICY  54x54" $46  60x90" $69 

m



feel beautiful, live beautiful, be beautiful

* contests *  news  * Join the conversation at facebook.com/aprilcornell * decorating tips * new work *

watercolor tea towels Showcasing a direct representation 
of one of April’s fabulous watercolors, each tea towel is pretty enough 
to frame. Made in our fine Indian cotton, these pieces will brighten 
your kitchen by bringing a slice of nature’s beauty indoors. They also 
make the perfect, thoughtful hostess gifts. $18 each towel
TTPEO1Y peony TTZBQ1Y zinnia bouquet  
TTPEA1Y pears TTMARS1Y march marsh 
19x27"

woven brights 
earrings These  
double dangles will  
brighten any wardrobe.   
They feature contrasting 
textures on two linked 
disks—turquoise glass pearls 
on the upper disk with a 
multi-colored woven straw 
set in turquoise glass on 
the bottom, larger disk.  
Sterling silver ear wires.  
Drop length approx. 
2.25."  Larger disk 
measures 1.125" wide.
Revelation by RandallJohnson
ST76E $59

victorian rose tablecloth in yellow Gentle yellows, 
sages and pinks permeate this smile inducing cloth. Showcasing an 
elegant print inspired by antique atelier volumes of French design, this 
piece showcases timeless aesthetics that grow ever more beautiful with 
the passage of time.
TPVICY 36x36" $24
TPVICY 54x54" $46
TPVICY 60x90" $69

131  Battery  Street ,  
Bur l ington,  VT 05401


